
 

1. Create  
a Problem  

3. Impose   
Lockdowns 

2.  Provoke a  
     Terrified  
     Reaction 

4.  Exaggerate         
     ‘Cases’  

5. Impose 
Face Masks 

6.  Impose  
     Contact  
     Tracing 

7.  Impose  
     ‘Health’ 
     Passports  

11. Impose Human  
      Nanochip 
      Implants 

◼ Take a flu-like illness with very common symptoms, that can be easily treated and has  
    a 99+% recovery rate. Essentially a bad dose of seasonal flu, but like any flu  
    can be dangerous to people with weak immune systems. 

◼ Use the mainstream media to provoke massive fear. Ensure constant daily reporting  
   of any death “with” COVID as being a death “from” COVID.  
   Report lots of “cases” even though most people have NO or very mild symptoms.  
   Ignore all other illnesses and causes of death. Censor everyone asking questions.  
   Make people so afraid that they are willing to surrender their freedoms.  

◼ Crash the economy by imposing lockdowns as part of the global elite’s  
   planned ‘Great Reset’: (1) Destroy small businesses; (2) Transfer  
   wealth and power to global corporations; (3) Cause a massive rise in  
   State debt to international financiers; (4) Push cashless payments. 

◼ Mandate masks to promote fear and to signal public compliance. In reality, cloth     
   masks are totally ineffective against any virus. Prolonged use of masks actually  
   increases health risks due to lack of oxygen, breathing in waste air and promoting  
   fungal infections, bronchial pneumonia, gum disease and other illnesses.  

◼ Make the virus seem worse by using totally unreliable PCR tests to hugely exaggerate  
   the number of so-called “cases” among healthy people who have no symptoms.  
   Bribe scientists with grants and doctors with bonus payments for supporting testing  
   and vaccinations.  

◼ Introduce ‘health passport’ apps for smartphones. These will monitor  
   and restrict people’s freedom of movement and ability to access  
   education, employment and all types of services. These will become 
   the basis for a global digital identity and tracking system (ID2020).  

◼ 5G networks allow constant gathering of huge amounts of personal data from  
   smartphones and all internet connected devices. 5G also increases high-frequency  
   microwave radiation that can reduce blood oxygen levels and trigger respiratory  
   symptoms. These 5G-induced illnesses can be blamed on COVID.   

◼ Mandatory vaccination will generate massive profits for “Big Pharma”  
   who have 100% legal immunity for all injuries and deaths. New DNA  
   altering vaccines will create genetically modified humans that can  
   be bioengineered for obedience and sterility. Mass vaccination will  
   support plans for global depopulation from 9 billion to just 500 million.  

8. Impose 5G  
Microwave  
Networks  

9.  Impose 
 Mandatory  
 Vaccinations 

COVID-19 ROADMAP 
The 12 Step Plan to Create a Totalitarian ‘New Normal’ 

12. The  
       New Normal:  
      A Totalitarian  
       Tyranny  
      by 2030      

◼ Rollout remote-controlled Radio Frequency Identity (RFID) nano-chip  
   implants to allow constant 24-7 monitoring of your movements,  
   contacts, health status and digital payments. These implants will  
   remove all human privacy. Once normalised, they become compulsory  
   and humans will be forced to begin merging with A.I. machines.  

10. Impose a  
      Cashless  
      Economy 
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◼ Normalise surveillance. Get people to accept having all of their  
   personal movements and social contact with people tracked, recorded  
   and analysed ‘for health reasons’.  

◼ Cash allows people to shop in privacy.  
   But a fully cashless economy means a total loss of financial privacy.  
   Access to digital finance can be easily withdrawn from anyone who   
   dissents from officially approved views or behaviour.  

◼  A “New Normal” run for their benefit of a tiny global elite. Their plan is  
    a depopulated, dehumanised, high-tech totalitarian world with  
    genetically modified, obedient humans, nano-chipped and permanently  
    connected to the internet, living socially distant, virtual lives,  
    monitored and controlled 24-7 by artificial intelligence.        
    If allowed, this will be 21st Century Fascist/Communist tyranny.      
    COVID is being used as the smokescreen. WAKE UP! 
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https://id2020.org/


99+% OF PEOPLE RECOVER  
The risk of death from COVID for the healthy 

general population of school and working age is 

comparable to that of a daily car ride to work [1]. In 

Ireland, the average age of someone who dies of 

COVID is mid 80s. For most people it is NOT a 

deadly disease [2].  
 
  

Most people diagnosed have NO or 

very mild symptoms. Most so-called COVID 

“cases/infections” are healthy people who do not 

require any treatment or hospitalisation [3]. 

 

 

 

The COVID testing is totally unreliable. Up to 90% of reported “COVID positive” cases are inaccurate “false positives”. 

This is why the inventor of the PCR, Dr Kary Mullis, has said that it was never designed to be used for diagnosing any 

illness [4]. Faulty testing means massive number of healthy people are being falsely diagnosed as being “infected”.  

The more flawed COVID testing is done, the more false “cases” are being reported and sensationalised by the media to  

cause completely unnecessary public fear [4].  

 

International legal action is being taken against the WHO.  
An international alliance of medical doctors, scientists and  

lawyers are taking legal action against the World Health 

Organisation for gross medical negligence in the use of PCR  

tests, promoting unnecessary fear and causing massive social, 

economic and medical harm through lockdowns [5].   

 

Lockdowns are totally unnecessary and harmful to health. 
Thousands of jobs are being destroyed, cancer screenings 

cancelled, families and individuals are being put under enormous 

stress and loneliness and suicide rates are rocketing. Lockdowns 

are far worse than the disease. Countries like Sweden and 

Japan have not imposed lockdowns and people live as normal [6].   

 

Wearing a facemask is unnecessary and harmful. A facemask will NOT protect anyone against ANY virus.  

To prevent a virus infection, you need to wear a fully sealed hazmat suit. However, wearing facemasks for  

any extended periods makes you MORE likely to become ill. By reducing your oxygen intake and  

inhaling waste air and bacteria, you are at far greater risk of respiratory infections and gum disease [7].  

Because of these dangers, countries such as Sweden do not require people to wear masks.  

 

The most powerful protection you have is your body’s own natural immune system which is  

strengthened by exercise, sunshine, fresh air, quality food and positive social contact—not lockdowns. 

But there are no profits in natural immunity for the powerful pharmaceutical lobby. That is why  

boosting natural immunity is being deliberately ignored but hugely profitable vaccines are  

promoted. There is also a proven, affordable, safe and efficient COVID treatment available for anyone  

who shows severe symptoms [8].  

Unfortunately doctors who speak out are being silenced [9] . At the same time, the HSE is  

paying medical staff to do more faulty tests and bonus payments for carrying  

out vaccinations (€150 per 10 children vaccinated)[10]. Globally, the powerful  

profit-led vaccine industry, mainstream media and the medical establishment  

are being incentivised to promote the fear needed to bring in the compulsory  

vaccinations needed for the real agenda, which is the COVID-19 Roadmap (see overleaf).   
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What the mainstream media do not want you to know  

Broken leg? It’s COVID! 

 

If you go to hospital with a broken leg and,  

while there, are also given the unreliable  

COVID PCR test and the result is “positive”,  

then you will be recorded as a hospitalised  

COVID “case/infection”. This happens even  

though you have no symptoms and are only  

being treated for a broken leg.  

 

This dishonest and exaggerated  

reporting is official HSE and WHO policy. 

Confirmed to the Dáil (29/09/20).  

See https://www.bitchute.com/video/MZkgvaQEHhl7/ 

Figure for COVID-19 are deaths caused only by COVID. Sources: CSO & HSE  
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EVERY WEEK 600+ PEOPLE DIE IN IRELAND 

V 6.0 
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